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1. Introduction

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize the results obtained by
Chernoff and Savage [5] on the asymptotic normality of a large class of two-
sample nonparametric test statistics.
The assumptions made in [5] involve a certain function J which is assumed to

possess two derivatives satisfying boundedness restrictions. However, certain
test statistics, for instance those proposed by Ansari and Bradley [1] and Siegel
and Tukey [15], do not satisfy the regularity conditions imposed by Chernoff
and Savage. In particular, the first derivative of the appropriate function J fails
to exist at certain points, so that the arguments of Chernoff and Savage are no
longer directly applicable.

It will be shown here that the basic asymptotic normality result of [5] remains
valid without any assumptions whatsoever or the existence of second derivatives.
The assumption of existence of the first derivative is replaced by an assumption
of absolute continuity. It should be noted that even this assumption is somewhat
too stringent if one is willing to impose restrictions on the couple (F, G). How-
ever, the discussion of such possibilities remains beyond the purview of the
present paper.
Section 2 of the paper gives a number of definitions which will be used through-

out. Section 3 summarizes some properties of the set of functions J which will be
used later. The main results are a lemma (lemma 2) on uniform square inte-
grability and a continuity theorem (lemma 3) for the variances of the normal
approximations to the distributions of the Chernoff-Savage statistics. Section 4
gives an account of convergence properties of empirical cumulative distributions
and of their inverse functions.
The tails of the Chernoff-Savage statistics are bounded in section 5, and the

main asymptotic normality theorem appears in section 6. Finally, natural exten-
sions to the c-sample situation are provided in section 7.
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2. Standing assumptions and notations

Let X1, X2, - - *, Xm and Y1, Y2, * * *, Y. be random samples of sizes m and n
drawn from populations with cumulative distribution functions (= c.d.f.) F and
G respectively. Let N = m + n and let NXN = m. It will be assumed throughout
that there is a Xo > 0 such that 0 <Xo < XN < 1 - Xo and that the distribution
functions F and G have no common discontinuities.
The function H = XNF + (1 - XN)G will be called the combined population

cumulative distribution function. Let Fm and Gn be the empirical c.d.f.'s of the
X's and Y's respectively. The function HN = XNFm + (1 - XN)Gn is called the
combined empirical c.d.f. It will be assumed that (F, G) and XN vary with m and
n. However, to avoid an excess of indices the notation suppresses this fact.
Another reason for this simplified notation is that the following theorems are
'uniform' and are valid whether the distributions are constant, tend to a limit,
or vary rather arbitrarily with N.

Define
{1 if the i-th smallest in the

(2.1) ZN,i = combined sample is an X,
1. otherwise.

Then, we will be concerned with statistics of the form
N

(2.2) mTN = ENZNi,
i=l

where the EN,j are given constants. Many statistics occurring in nonparametric
statistical inference can be reduced to the form (2.2). For examples the reader is
referred to Chernoff and Savage [5]. We will, as Chernoff and Savage did, use
the following representation:

(2.3) TN f JN (N + 1 HN) dFm(x).

The representations (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent when EN,j = JN(i/(N + 1)).
Although JN need be defined at 1/(N + 1), 2/(N + 1), - - , N/(N + 1), we
can conveniently extend its domain of definition to (0, 1) by letting JN be con-
stant on (i/(N + 1), (i + 1)/(N + 1)), (i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., N). Our JN is slightly
different from that used by Chernoff and Savage [5]. In (2.3) they use JN(HN).
Consequently, their JN need be defined at 1/N, 2/N, - - -, N/N, that is, in (0, 1].
Our main purpose in slightly changing the JN function is to avoid asymmetry and
eliminate the possibility that Fm gives mass at points where the argument of JN
is unity. The implication of this symmetry will be clear in the statements of
the main theorems, in which one of the assumptions of [5] can be dispensed with.
The problem of asymmetry had also been recognized by J. Pratt and I. R. Savage
who informed one of the authors via personal communication.

It is easily verified that one could replace the assumption that F and G have
no common discontinuities by the apparently stronger requirement that both F
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and G be continuous. However, the more general case reduces immediately to
the continuous one as we shall now show.

If F has a jump of size a at a point t, remove the point t from the real line and
insert in its place a closed interval of length a. Distribute the probability mass a
uniformly over this interval. The cumulative distribution G is kept constant
over the inserted interval. Proceed similarly for the jumps of G. The new cumu-
lative distributions F* and G* so obtained are continuous. For samples obtained
from F* and G* the relative order relations between X's and Y's have the same
probability distribution as if the samples were obtained from F and G.

If F and G had common discontinuities, ties would occur with positive prob-
ability. The definition of the variables ZN,i would no longer be complete. Thus,
taking into account the possibility of "continuization" as performed above, the
assumption of continuity of both F and G is equivalent to the assumption that
ties between X's and Y's occur with probability equal to zero.
As a further reduction, let us show that there is in fact no loss of generality

in assuming that the following assumption holds.
AsSUMPTION (A). For each integer N the cumulative distributions (F, G) and the

number XN are such that H = XNF + (1 - XN) G is the cumulative H(x)-x,
x E [0, 1], of the uniform distribution and 0 <Xo < X < 1 - Xo.
To show this, note that if after removal of discontinuities, the function H*

remains constant over certain intervals, no observations will occur in these in-
tervals. Thus, these intervals can be deleted from the line without affecting the
order of the observations. This will leave us with a continuous strictly increasing
cumulative distribution which can now be transformed to the uniform cumulative
H(x) _ x by a strictly increasing continuous transformation.

In view of this we shall assume throughout that assumption A holds and, if
necessary, indicate the original distributions before transformation by (P, )
instead of (F, G).
When assumption A is satisfied the measure dF induced by F possesses a

density so with respect to the Lebesgue measure dH on [0, 1]. The inequality
O < so < X6 l will play an important role in the sequel.
To describe a class of functions to which our asymptotic normality results will

apply, it is convenient to introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION 1. A function f, f > 1 defined on the interval (0, 1) will be said to

belong to the class 'U1 (respectively 912) if it is integrable (respectively square inte-
grable) for the Lebesgue measure and if in addition there is some a e (0, 1) such
that f is monotone decreasing in (0, a] and monotone increasing in [a, 1).

Let b denote a constant 0 < b < oo. Let fo, f, and g be three nonnegative
functions defined on (0, 1). Assume thatfo is Lebesgue integrable, and thatf e 'tt
and that g E 'U2.

Consider functions J defined by integrals of the type J(x) = f./2 J'(X) d{.
We shall say that J belongs to the class So if IJ'I < fg, that J E 8 if IJ'I < fo + fg
and that J e 81 if J' = Jl + J2 with IJ'I < fg and f IJ'(x)l dx < b.
One could also introduce functions J which differ from the integrals
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f1/2 J'(Y) dt by a constant. However, this will not change the difference studied
below. Thus the consideration of functions of the type a + fr/2 J'(t) dt is left
to the care of the reader.

In the sequel the product fg will play essentially the same role as the function
f(x)g(x) = K[x(1 -x)]-'+6[x(1 -x)]-(V2)+8 = K[x(1 -x)]-(3/2)+28 of Chernoff
and Savage. For this special choice of product fg one can also prove the following
result. Let tN,k be the k-th order statistic in a sample of size N from the uniform
distribution on [0, 1]. For any function J let 7N be the function defined on (0, 1)
as follows. If y = (N + 1)-1k, k = 1, 2, ** ,N, let

(2.4) JN(Y) = EJ({N,k) = f J(x)3N(x, k) dx

where

(2.5) 3N(X, k) r(k)(N + 1)- k)xk-l( - x)N-k
is the density of {N,k.
Complete the definition of JN by interpolating linearly between successive

values {k/(N + 1), (k + 1)/(N + 1)} and leaving JN constant below 1/(N + 1)
and above N/(N + 1).
LEMMA 1. Assume that there exists a constant K and a 5, 0 < 5 < -, such that

IJ'(x)l < K[x(l -X)]-(3/2)+b. Then, there exists a constant K1 and an No such that
N > No implies
(2.6) I7k(x)l < Kl[x(l- )]-(3/2)+8

Furthermore, if {J'} is a sequence such that J' converges to J' in Lebesgue measure
and IJ'I < K[x(l - x)]-( /2)+a, for all v, then ,N - J, converges to zero in Lebesgue
measure as N -X o uniformly in the index v.
PROOF. Decompose J' into its positive and negative parts and then separate

each of these into two pieces, one of which vanishes on (0, 2] and the other on
(2, 1). If the results hold for each of these four parts separately, they will hold
for J' itself. Owing to the symmetry of the situation, it will be sufficient to prove
the result for a function J' such that J' < 0 and J'(x) = 0 for x > 4 with the
additional restriction IJ'l < x-(312)+8. Let J(x) = fr jJ'(u)l du. The slope of the
function JN between two successive points k/(N + 1) and (k + 1)/(N + 1) is
given by the expression

(2.7) sN(k) = (N + 1) f J(x)[1N(x, k) - 3N(X, k + 1)] dx,

= (N + 1) f' [J(x) - J [kN(X, k) - I3N(x, k + 1)] dx.

In this expression the integrand is nonnegative, since J is decreasing. This im-
plies in particular that the slope sN(k) is smaller than the slope obtainable from
the function J'(x) = -X-(3/2)+8. Thus

(2.8) sN(k) < 2 (N1+ ) f X-(112)+5[N(x, k) - 3N(x, k + 1)] du.
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This last expression is easily expressible in terms of gamma functions and the
first result follows by direct computation for k = 1 and by application of
Stirling's formula for k > 1.
To prove the second result note that the slope sN(k) can also be written in the

form

(2.9) sN(k) = N[J(X) -(k/N)] BN(X, k) dx,

with BN(X, k) equal to the probability density

(2.10) BN(x, k) 'N)+Ik-NxIN
For every

e
> 0 and every ye(O 1), if (kN) y, then

(2.11) N[J(x)- J(k/N)] BN(X, k) dx

I BN(x, k) dx.

This quantity tends to zero as N °-+ o. Thus it is sufficient to consider the be-
havior of the integral taken for lx - yI < e. For this purpose note first that when
y is fixed, y E (0,1) and 0 <y - E, then the ratio N[J(x) - J(y)][y -x]-
remains bounded, independently of the choice of J, in the interval [y - e, y + E].
Therefore, taking for kN the integer part of (N + l)y, one can select a number
C < a: and an No such that

(2.12) f N[J(x) - J(kN/N)] BN(X, kN) dx < e
v'N[x-VI 2C kN - Nx

for every J and every N > No.
Suppose then that the sequence {J,} converges in measure to a limit J'. Taking

a subsequence, if necessary, one can assume that JV -+ J' almost everywhere.
In this case, for every a > 0 there exist a compact subset S of the interval (0, 1)
such that Sc has a Lebesgue measure inferior to a and such that the J. are con-
tinuous when restricted to S and such that J^(x) converges to J'(x) uniformly for
x e S. Suppose that y is a point of density of the set S and consider the integrals

(2.13) IN,V = fJ[N[Jv(x) JykN N) -_JI(y) BN(X, kN) dx,

taken over the set SN = {x: x E S and VNIx -Yl < c}. A simple change of
variable x = y + t/1VN will show immediately that IN,, converges to zero uni-
formly in v. Furthermore, an analogous integral taken over the set {x: x E Sc
and \NLx - yj < c} must tend to zero, since the point y is assumed to be a
point of density of S. Taking into account the fact that almost all points of S
are points of density, the result follows.
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One could also apply the same argument to functions JN obtained by the
formula

(2.14) W= f JN(x)3N[x, (N + 1) ] dx,

for all values of t such that 1 < (N + 1)t < N.

3. Properties of functions which belong to S

In this section we shall assume that the functions fo, f and g are fixed and derive
certain boundedness and integrability properties for the elements of the corre-
sponding set 8 of functions.
LEMMA 2. There is a number bo such that sup {f J2(u) du; J E 3} < bO. Fur-

thermore, for every e > 0 there is a number b such that

(3.1) |J(u)j >b J2(u) du < e

for every J E S.
PROOF. If J' e 8, so are its positive and negative parts. Thus, it is sufficient

to prove the result assuming J' > 0. In addition, the part J' = min [fo, J'] con-
tributes a bounded term to the indefinite integral J. Therefore, it is sufficient to
prove the lemma assuming 0 < J' < fg. Take a so small that both f and g are
monotone decreasing in (0, a]. For every t E (0, a] one can write (f(t) <

fj f(u) du and {g2( ) < f0 g2(u) du. Let c2(a) be the number

(3.2) Cd(c.) = max g2(u) du, [fa f(u) du]2}.
Let So(u) =u| J'(t) dt. One can write

(3-3) f p2(u) du < fgo f af(t)g(t)f(y)g(y) min (, y) dt dy

= 2 f0Y{f0 fQ()g() d } f(y)g(y) dy

< 2 J C2(a) {f - d(}f(y)g(y) dy

< 4c'(a) f af(y) dy < 4c4 (a).

A similar argument applies to the interval [1 - a, 1) for a sufficiently small. If
a is the maximum of f(x)g(x) for x E [a, 1 - a], the term falaJ'(t) dt remains
bounded by f fo(t) dt + a. Hence the result.
Assuming as usual that H is the cumulative distribution of the Lebesgue meas-

ure on [0, 1], let sobe the density so = [dF/dH] and let 46 = [dG/dH]. By assump-
tion, XNO + [1 - XN]' is identically unity on [0, 1].
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Let L and M be the functions defined by the equalities

(3.4) L(x) = £/2 J'(t) dF(t) = 11/2 J'(t)5°(t) d{,
and

(3.5) M(x) = 11/2 J'(t) dG(t) = 11/2 J'(t),(t) dt.
If the function J belongs to 8, then both L and M belong to the set Xo-'s =

{v: Xov E 8}. Therefore, the preceding lemma applies to L and M as well as to J.
The remainder of the present section is devoted to continuity theorems which

are easily proved under the assumption H(x) e x for x E [0, 1]. However, to
make them more directly applicable they will be stated for distributions on the
line. For this purpose let OD be the set of pairs (F, G) of distributions on the real
line subject to the only restriction that F and d' have no common discontinuities.
One could topologize O as usual by the requirement that (P,, ,) -* (F, G) if
FP(x) -> F(x) and 6,(x) -0 O(x) at every point of continuity. This topology can
also be induced by the BL-norm (for Bounded Lipschitz) defined as follows (see
[8]). If P and Q are two finite signed measures on the line, then

(3.6) IIP-QIIBL = SUP h dP-f h dQ|
where the supremum is taken over all functions h such that lhl < 1 and
ih(x) -h(y)| < Ix - yl
The space 8' = {J': IJ'l < fo + fg} will be topologized by the topology of

convergence in Lebesgue measure. This topology can be induced by the metric

(3.7) dist (J1, J,) = 1 +(i(x)-()- ()I dx.

To each pair (F, G) E 2D and J' e 8' and each X E [Xo, 1 - X0] corresponds a
pair (L, M) of functions defined on the interval [0, 1]. This pair is obtained by
first reducing H = XF + (1 - X)G to be uniform on [0, 1] as explained in the
introduction and then defining L(x) = f'12 J'(t) dF(Q), and so forth.

Let us say that L, -> L if f IL,(x) - L(x) 2 dx -- 0 and if sup {IL,(x) -L(x);
x e S} -+0 for every compact subset S of the open interval (0, 1) and similarly
for M.
LEMMA 3. The map which makes correspond to [(F, G), J', X] e D0 X 8' X

[Xo, 1 - Xo] the pair (L, M) is jointly continuous for the topologies defined above.
PROOF. Since the topologies in question are all metrizable, it is sufficient to

show that whenever a sequence {((Fk, ok), Jk, Xk)} converges to a limit
((F, 0), J', X), then the corresponding pairs (Lk, Mk) converge to the appropriate
pair (L, M).
Let ftk = XkFk + (1 - Xk)Ok and let (Fk, Gk) be the pair obtained by the

process described in the introduction. Let t be a number t c (0, 1). Consider the
graph rk of 1tk augmented by inserting vertical lines at jumps. If the horizontal
line at the ordinate t meets rk at a point which is not a jump of Fk, then Fk( ) =
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Fk[fIk(X)] for any point x such that ftk(X - 0) < <.Ik(X + 0). It follows that
Fk converges to F and that Gk converges to G. Thus we can assume that (Pk, 0k)
has been replaced by (Fk, Gk). However, in this case (k = dFk/dHk is a bounded
measurable function, 0 .< 'k < \0 l. Therefore, convergence of Fk to F implies
that

(3.8) f soP.(x)v(x) dx -| f p(x)v(x) dx

for every integrable function v. This, in turn, implies that f Pk(X)Vk(x) dx
f p(x)v(x) dx whenever £ IVk(x)- v(x) dx -O 0. Therefore, Lk(X) converges to
L(x) uniformly on every interval of values of x which is bounded away from
zero and unity. The convergence in quadratic mean follows from this and from
the uniform integrability asserted by lemma 2. This proves the desired result.
A simple consequence of lemmas 2 and 3 which will be used in section 6 is the

following. Let BN be the random variable

(3.9) BN = f J(x) d(Fm- F) - f L(x) d[HN(x) - H(x)]

= (1 - XN) {f M(x) d(Fm- F) - f L(x) d[G.(x) - G(x)]}.
This expression is equivalent to the formula

(3.10) V\NBN = 1 1 E [M(Xj) - EM(Xj)]
VXN Vflij=1

+ 1 - XN j=E [L(Yj) -EL(Yj)

where the variables Xj and Yj are all independent, and each Xj has distribution
F, whereas each Yj has distribution G. The variance of V\NBN is given by

(3.11) O'N[F,G,JN] - ( XN) variance M(X1)XN

+ (1 - XN) variance L(Y1).
PROPOSITION 1. Let PN be the distribution of VNBN and let QN be the normal

distribution which has variance N2 [F, G, J, XN] and expectation zero. For every
e > 0 there exists an N(E) such that N > N(E) implies IPN - QNIIBL < f for every
J E 8, and every triple [(F, G), XN].
In addition, there is an N(e, a) such that N > N(E, a) and oN[F, G, J, XN] > a

implies supz IPN{(-oo, x]} - QN{(- oo, x]}I < E for all J E 8 and all triples
[(F, G), XN].
PROOF. The first statement follows immediately from the usual central limit

theorem and the uniform integrability asserted by lemma 2. The second state-
ment follows from the first by the simple procedure of considering VNBN/oN
instead of V'NBN. Hence the result.

In this connection the following lemma is of some interest.
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LEMMA 4. The equality aoN[F, G, J, XN] = 0 implies that J'(x)p(x)4(x) = 0
almost everywhere on the interval (0, 1). However the identity J'4=-' 0 is not suffi-
cient to imply aN = 0

PROOF. If, for instance, variance M(X) = 0, then M is almost everywhere
constant on the set E = {x: <(x) > 0}. Therefore, the derivative M'(x) =
J'(x)tp(x) must be equal to zero at all points of density of the set E. This implies
the stated result.

Let Oi X 3' X [Xo, 1 - X0] be topologized by the product topology used in
lemma 3. For every a > 0 the set of triples ((F, G), J', X) such that 42 > a is an
open subset of fD X 3' X [Xo, 1 - Xo]. This implies the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Assume that J is not constant. If (P0, (o) E D is a pair such that

(oo(x)4to(x) > 0 almost everywhere for some X e [Xo, 1 - Xo], then there is an a > 0
and an open neighborhood of (Po, 60) such that N > a for every pair (P, 0) in this
neighborhood.

PROOF. The condition poo(x)4,o(x) > 0 almost everywhere with respect to the
Lebesgue measure is equivalent to the condition that the measures induced by
Po and Oo are mutually absolutely continuous. Thus it is independent of the
choice of X. Since o-2 is continuous in X, the values o-2v[(Fo, Go), J, X] attain their
minimum as X varies in [Xo, 1 - X0]. According to lemma 4, this minimum value
is a positive number, say, 2a > 0. For each X E [Xo, 1 -X0] let Vx be a neighbor-
hood of (P0, (o) and let Wx be a neighborhood of X such that , > a for (P, 0) E
Vx and t e Wx. There is a finite system {Wxj} which covers [X0, 1 - Xo]. If
(P, () EFni Vx,, one has o' > a for every X [EXo, 1 - Xo]. Hence the result.
More specifically, the following lemma holds.
LEMMA 5. Assume that J is not constant. Let {Jk} be a sequence such that

Jk e 8 and such that Jk -+ J' in Lebesgue measure. Let {(Pk, Ok)} be a sequence of
pairs converging to a pair (P, 0) at all points of continuity of the pair (P, 0). Then
if P = 0,
(3.12) 1 - XN aN[Pk, Ok, Jk, XN]

converges uniformly in N to f J2(u) du - [f 1 J(u) du]2 > 0.
PROOF. It is sufficient to apply lemma 3 and compute the limiting value of

UN. This limit is equal to

(3.13) (1 - XN)2 variance M(XI) + (1 - XN) variance L(Y1)
XN

= [(1-XN)2 + (1 - XN)] variance J(X1),

since L =- M, and since X1 and Y1 have the same distribution. The result follows.

4. Certain properties of empirical distribution functions

For this section we shall derive several inequalities and limit theorems which
can be used to show that the higher order random terms occurring in theorem 4.1
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tend to zero as N tends to infinity. The first results are inequalities on the tails
of empirical distribution functions and a sharpened form of a theorem of Donsker
[7]. For simplicity of notation the results are given for the uniform distribution
[0, 1]. There is no difficulty in rewording them to apply to arbitrary continuous
distributions.
A convenient tool in the derivation of these results is a replacement of binomial

variables by Poisson variables which can be described as follows.
Let Ee (0, 1). Let {uj, j = 1, 2, * * -} be a sequence of independent random

variables which are uniformly distributed on (0, E). Let (r, s) be a pair of integer-
valued random variables independent of the uj. Assume that the joint distribu-
tion of (r, s) is such that marginally r has a binomial distribution, B(m, E), corre-
sponding to m trials with probability of success e. Assume also that s has a
Poisson distribution with expectation me. Let Ur and Vm be the processes defined
for t e (0, f) by taking mUm(t) equal to the number of uj's such that uj < t and
j < r and taking mVm(t) equal to the number of uj's such that uj < t and
j <s.
LEMMA 6. There is a joint distribution for the pair (r, s) such that

(4.1) P{Um(t) a Vm(t) all t E (0, f)} 2 1 - 2e.

PROOF. It is sufficient to select a joint distribution for (r, s) such that
P[r # s] < 2e. The possibility of such a selection results from a theorem of
Prohorov [12].
Note that if Fm is the empirical cumulative obtained from m uniformly dis-

tributed independent variables on [0,1], then the two processes {Fm(t); t E

(0, f)} and {Um(t); t e (0, E)} have identical distributions.
LEMMA 7. Let g be a positive nonincreasing function defined on (0, e). Then

(4.2) P{ sup Vmg(t)IUm(t) - tl > 1} < 2E + f| 9(u) du.
O<t<e fO

PROOF. According to lemma 6, it is sufficient to show that

(4.3) P{ sup Vmg(t)1Vm(t) - tj 2 1} < fO 92(u) du.

This follows immediately from the remark that Vm has independent increments
such that EVm(t) = t and Em[Vm(t) - t]2 = t. The process Z(t) = mIV.(t) -t2
is a semimartingale to which the Hhjek-R6nyi inequalities [10], or their generali-
zation by Birnbaum and Marshall [3], can be applied. This gives the stated
result.

After this was written, we became aware of results of B. Rosen [14] which give
similar inequalities without using the Poisson approximation. Also, certain deeper
results of D. M. Cibisov [6] could be used to obtain sharper inequalities.
Another result needed in the sequel is the following lemma.
LEMMA 8. Let Un be the empirical cumulative distribution obtained from m

independent observations on the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. For every e > 0 there
exists a f > 0 such that
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(4.4) P {sup U(t) > 1} < e

and

(4.5) P{Um(t) > ft for every t such that Um(t) > 0} > 1 - E.

PROOF. For t> a > 0 this follows, for instance, from Donsker's theorem,
or from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov theorems. For t small one can again reduce
the problem to an equivalent one concerning the standard Poisson processes.
For the standard Poisson process the result is well known and easily verifiable.

Consider now two cumulative distribution functions F and G and two integers
mandn.LetN=m+nandletXN = m/N.AssumeO < Xo< XN < 1 - Xo < 1.
Assume also that H(t) = XNF(t) + (1 - XN)G(t) is identical to t for t e [0, 1].
If HN = XNFm + (1 - XN)Gn is the combined sample cumulative obtainable
from m observations with distribution F and n observations with distribution
G, one can obtain bounds on HN from the bounds on the component cumulative
distributions Fm and G.. Further information can also be obtained as follows.

Let sp = dF/dH be the density of F with respect to the Lebesgue measure on
[0,1]. Let S be the set S = (0, 6] U [1 - 5, 1) with 0 < 26 < 1. Classify
points to be placed on the interval (0, 1) in four categories, according to whether
they are in S or Sc and according to whether they are labeled X or Y. For the
pair (Fm, G.) this gives a matrix v = {(vi j); i = 1, 2;j = 1, 2} with viji + V2,1 =
m and V1,2 + V2,2 = n. Let p be the probability S for F and let q be the probability
of S for G. One can form another matrix v * such that v*Ij and Vl2 are independent
Poisson variables with expectations Ev*,1 = Ev1,1 = mp and Ev*,2 = Ev1,2 = nq.
Taking z42.1 = V2,1 and v242 = V2,2, Prohorov's theorem insures the existence of a
joint distribution such that P[v #! v*] < 2(p + q).

Consider also another matrix i whose distribution is given by a multinomial
distribution with N trials and probabilities pi,, = XNp and P1,2 = (1 - XN)q and
P2,1 = XN(1- p), and finally P2,2 = (1 - XN)(1- q). One could find a joint dis-
*tribution such that P{(v1,1, V1,2) $ (kl,, V1,2)} < 2(p + q). Therefore, one can
find a joint distribution such that P{(vi,1, V1,2) 5- (i1,1, P1,2)} < 4(p + q).
For such a joint distribution, one can construct the second row of the matrix i
by selecting k2,l from a binomial distribution with probability of success
[XN(1 - p)] [XN(1 - p) + (1 - XN)(1 - q)]-1 and [N - (kl, + P1,2)] trials.
Another matrix v' can be constructed with (V'P,1, VP12) =(i 1,i1,2) and Pv,1 +

vl= m and V2 + p2,2 = n. Then P[v $ v'] < 4(p + q). Given the matrix i
one can place independently i1,1 points in S and P2,1 points in Sc, according to the
distribution F. One can also place independently P1,2 points in S and i2.2 points
in SC, according to the distribution G. It is easily verified that the system so ob-
tained has exactly the same distribution as the system of points obtainable by
the following procedure. First select points {{j, j = 1, 2, - - - , N} independently
according to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Then, for each (j and independently
of the rest, with probability XNf(pj) label it X, and with probability 1 - N(j),
label it Y.
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Since the combined cumulative HN ignores the distinction between X and Y,
the above argument shows that, except for cases having total probability at
most 4(p + q), the behavior of HN on S will be the same as that of a sample
cumulative from N independent uniformly distributed observations. To apply
the preceding lemmas to the study of HN, let us introduce the following notation.
If v is a numerical function defined on (0, 1) and g is an element of ¶12, the g-norm
of v is the number

(4.6) IIvII" = sup {|v(t)g(t)|; t E (0, 1)}.
t

Let B(g) be the set of functions v which are defined on (0, 1) and have a finite
g norm. Let S = {sj; j = 0, 1, 2, * * *, h} be a finite subset of the interval [0, 1]
such that 0= sO < s1 <s2 <*** < Sh-1 < sh = 1. To such a set S associate a
projection Ils of B(g) into itself by the requirements that (Hsv)(si) = v(sj) for
every sj e S and that

(4.7) {[llsv](s) - (llsv)s1} = s _j [v(sj+)- v(sj)]5j+1 - si

for s e (si, sj+i).
Let {WN(t); t e [0, 1]} be the process N0(t) = I'N[HN(t) - t].
PROPOSITION 2. Let g be an element of 'U2. For every e > 0 there is a 3 > 0

and an integer No depending on e and g only such that N > No implies

(4.8) P{!WN- IIs TVNJJ > e} < e

for every pair (F, G) of continuous distribution functions and every set S
{sj; j = 0, 1, 2, * * *, k};0O= so < si < ... <Sk-1< Sk = 1, such that sj+1-
sj < a for every j = 0, 1, * *, k - 1.
PROOF. Let a be a number so small that g becomes monotone in (0, a] and

[1 - a, 1) and that

(4.9) 16 {a + f2 29(t) di + 2 f 92(t) di} < e.

Since tg2(t) < f0 92(t) dt < oc g2(t) dS for t < a, it follows from lemma 7 that

(4.10) P{sup [g(t)|WN(t) - tWN(a)I; t E (0, a]]] > e} < 2a +
4

f 2(t) d(.

A similar inequality holds for values of t belonging to [1 - a, 1). Therefore, it
will be sufficient to prove the assertion for the process {WN(t); t e (a, 1-a)}
and a function g which is bounded. The process WA can be written

(4.11) WN(t) = 'Nm[Fm(t) - F(t)] + v'n[G.(t) - G(t)].

According to the argument of Donsker [5], there exist an No and a a > 0 such
that m > XoNo and supj [F(sj) - F(sj_1)] < a implies that if Qj is the oscillation
of \/m[F.(t) - F(t)] in the interval [sj-i, sj], then
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(4.12) EP >2

The same result can be applied to V1n[G.(t) - G(t)]. Thus, if [sj- Sj-i] < 6X0
and N > No, and if %j is the oscillation of WN in the interval [sj_1, sj], one can
write Y_j P[Q2 > e/llgII] < e/2. This implies the desired result.

COROLLARY. For every g E '112 and every e > 0 there is an No < X and a finite
set {vj; j = 1, 2, * , k} of continuous functions defined on [0, 1] such that

(4.13) P{inf IIWN -Vjill > 'e < e
i

for every N 2 No and every pair (F, G) of distributions having no common dis-
continuities.

Consider the process Zm defined by Zm(t) = I/r{Fm(t) - F(t)}, where Fm is
the empirical cumulative from a sample of size m drawn from the distribution F.
Assume as usual that XNF + (1 - XN)G = H is the uniform distribution on
[0, 1] and that 0 <Xo < XN < 1 - Xo < 1.
LEMMA 9. For each integer m let Km be a random process defined on the interval

[0, 1]. Let Z*,(x) = Zm[Km(x)]. If P{supt IKm(t) - ti > e}- 0 for every e > 0,
then
(4.14) P*{sup iZm(x) - Zm(X) > El

x

tends to zero for every e > 0.
PROOF. According to proposition 2, or according to Donsker's theorem, for

every e > 0 there exists an N(e) < X and a finite set of continuous functions
{vj: j = 1, 2, ,k} such that
(4.15) P{inf iiZm- vjil > e/3} < E

for every m > N(E). Let yj(z) = 1 if the first index i such that Ilz - vill < f/3
is precisely equal to j. Let -yj(z) = 0 otherwise. According to the above inequality,
if Zm = ,-yj(Zm)vj, then P{lZ7m - Zm1I > E/3} < e. Therefore, eliminating cases
having probability at most f, one can also write supz i1m[Km(x)] - Zm[Km(x)] <
e/3.

Furthermore, there exists a a such that is - ti < 6 implies iv3(t) - vj(s) I < e/3
for every j = 1, 2, . - , k. Therefore, if P{supt iKm(t) - ti 2 6} < E, one can
write 1iZm[Km]- 7mI1 < e/3, except in cases having probability at most 2e. The
result follows.
The preceding lemma 9 can be used under the following circumstances. Let

HN be the combined empirical cumulative. Let KN be the function defined by
KN(x) = inf {t: HN(t) > x}. Assume as usual that H(u) = u for u E [0, 1].
Since IIHN - HiI -O0 in probability, the difference sup. IKN(x) - xi must also
tend to zero in probability. It follows that JIZm[KN] - Zmii tends to zero in
probability.
For values of x of the type x = jIN, the variable Zm[KN(x)] is simply equal

to Vrn[Fm({j) - F(J)j where (j is the order statistic of rank j in the combined
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sample. In other words, the number mFm[KN(j/N)] is the number of Xi's whose
rank is inferior or equal to j.
For the next proposition, it is convenient to introduce the space S1Z of all finite

signed measures on the interval (0, 1) and their indefinite integrals. If uA E flZ,
let J,(x) = u{(O, x]} and let 11,ull be the total mass of A. The functions J,, are
simply those functions of bounded variation on [0, 1] which are right continuous
and vanish at zero.
PROPOSITION 3. For every e> 0 there exists an N(e) such that N > N(e)

implies

(4.16) P{VNjf [J.(HN) - J,h(H)] d(Fm- F)| > e||,u||} < e

for every ,u e £ and every pair (F, G) of distribution functions having no common
discontinuities.
REMARK. In the above proposition one could replace HN by (N/(N + 1))HN,

since x/N f [J,((N/(N + 1))H) - J,(H)] dF is of order 1/VN.
PROOF. The integral

(4.17) Im = a/m f Jp(HN) d(Fm- F) = f J,[HN(x)] dZm(x)
can also be written

(4.18) I= f {Zm(1) - Zm[KN(t) -°]J(di).
Therefore,

(4.19) |\ f [J,(HN) - J,(H)] d(Fm- F)

= If {Zm(t- 0) - Zm[KN(Q) -O]}(d#)
< |J|,UI sup IZm(x) - Zm[KN(X)1lI

This implies the desired result by application of lemma 9. Another result which
may be useful in the investigation of the Chernoff-Savage statistics (but will
not be needed for our purposes) is a theorem relative to the behavior of the
quantile function KN defined on the interval [0, 1] by the formula

(4.20) KN(u) = inf {x: HN(x) 2 u}.

For the present purposes the assumptions that H(x) _ x for x e (0, 1) and that
H = XNF + (1 - XN)G with 0 < Xo < XN < 1 - X0 are rather important. Consider,
under these conditions, the process ZN defined by ZN(u) = vN[KN(u) -u],
u E [0, 1].

Since the process V'N(HN- H) is asymptotically Gaussian, it follows from
the equivalence {KN(u) > x} {HN(x) < u} that for any finite set 0 = uo <
u1 < ... < u,1 < ur = 1 the distribution of the vector {ZA(uj);j = 1, 2, * , r}
is also asymptotically normal, with the same covariance function
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(4.21) CN(U, V) = N F(u) [1 - F(v)] + N G(u) [1 - G(v)]

for u < v as the process \INF(HN - H) itself.
The following proposition strengthens this result. Let S be a finite set S

{uj;j = 0, 1, 2, * - *, r}, with 0 = u0 < ul < ... < u, = 1. Let ZN,s(u) be
defined by ZN,s(u) = ZN(u) if u E S. If u is between two consecutive points
uj and uj+l of S, define ZN,s(u) by linear interpolation.
PROPOSITION 4. For every e > 0 there exists a finite set S and an integer N(e)

such that N > N(e) implies

(4.22) P{IIZN,S- ZN|| > e} < e

for every pair (F, G).
PROOF. Let e be a positive number 0 < e < 1 and let b and r be positive

integers. Select b such that 2P{V/NIIHN - HI! > b} < e. For any function h
defined on [0,1] let IIh be the function obtained by taking (HJh)(j/r) = h(j/r)
for j = 0, 1, 2, ... , r and interpolating linearly between successive values.
One can find a number r and an integer No such that N > No implies
2P{/N!\VJHN- HN!! > e(l -e)} < e and 2r[b(e) + 1]2 < e\VN.

Let HN = HN if VNI!HN - HI! < b and NTJJ1HN- HN!I < e(1 - e). Let
HN = H otherwise. It follows that N > No implies P{H* F HN} < e. Further-
more, \VN1IHNH- HN| < e(1- e) and VN!!H* - HIj < b without exception.
The second inequality implies that the segments of lines which compose lHN*
have slopes which differ from unity by no more than a < [2rb(e)]/VN < e.
This implies in particular that rIHNJ is increasing. Further, let KN be the function
related to HN by the equation KN(u) = inf {x: H*(x) > u} and let IKN be the
corresponding function relative to HN = IHH-.

Since the slope of IHHN is always larger than 1 -e, the inequality
/VNIJIHH.* - HrN < e(1- e) implies V/NI!KN - KN|1 <e. Thus, it will be
sufficient to prove the result for JKN, instead of KN or KN. Interpolate IKN just
as before. That is, let KN(u) = fKN(U) if ru = j, j = 0, 1, 2, * - *, r and inter-
polate linearly between these values. Suppose that VIN[Ilv(j/r) - H(j/r)] =

z1 > 0 and that VYN[1N((j + 1)/r) - H((j + 1)/r)] = Z2 < 0. Since the slopes
of the segments composing H7N are between 1 - a and 1 + a, this implies
IKN(j/r) > j/r - (1 - a)zi/VN and RN((j + 1)/N) . (j + 1)/r + (1 + a)1Z2!/
.VN. It follows from this that

(4.23) VAT {KN [j + I j-

< r {(1 + a) 2 + (1- a) ZN+ r (-a)z(

< Zi {a + (1 + a)r [ j ]}.
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Since !zil < b and since 2rb2 < eVN, this is smaller than boc + (1 + a)e < 3e.
The desired result is an immediate consequence of these inequalities.
REMARK. The result of proposition (4) is well known for the case where

F = G. In fact, one can reverse the chain of arguments leading to the proof of
proposition (4) to obtain a simple and rather elementary proof of Donsker's
theorem. For the case where H is not the uniform distribution and for applica-
tions, see [2] and [9].
A consequence of proposition (4) is the following result.
COROLLARY. There exist joint distributions for pairs of processes (ZN, WN)

such that
(i) the distribution of ZN is the same as that of 'NN[KN - K];
(ii) the process WN is Gaussian, with mean zero and covariance

(4.24) EWN(s)WN(t) = N F(s) [1 - F(t)]

+ N G(s) [1 - G(t)]
for s < t;

(iii) for every e > 0 there is an N(e) such that P{IIZ'N- WNI| > e} < e if
N > N(e).

This follows immediately from proposition (4) and a theorem of V. Strassen
[16].
Propositions (3) and (4) can be used to investigate the asymptotic properties

of statistics of the Chernoff-Savage type as follows.
Let W be the space of finite signed measures on the interval [0, 1]. For each

p EM let J, = ,4(0, x]}. Let TN be the expression

(4.25) TN = VN {f JM(HN) dFm- f J(H) dF}.

Introduce the pair of stochastic processes (ZN, Z*N) by the equalities

(4.26) ZN = VN-[KN - K], Z*(N) = Vm`[Fm(S- 0)-
Let TN* be the expression

(4.27) T*N = VN f [J(HN) - J.(H)] dF + vN f J(H) d(Fm- F)

= V f [F() - F t + > ZN(t)]] A(dt) - f ZN*Q)p(d{).

According to proposition 3, the difference T1 - TN converges to zero in prob-
ability, uniformly for 1!,II bounded.

According to propositions 2 and 4, for f > 0, both ZN and ZN admit linear
interpolations of bounded rank which differ from them by less than f, except in
cases of probability e. Therefore, one could find a suitable probability space and
pairs (WN, WN) of Gaussian processes with appropriate covariances such that
for every f > 0,
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(4.28) P{IIZN - WNII + IIZN - WJ!I1 > e} < f
for N > N(e) and for every pair (F, G). The functions

(4.29) TN'(W, W*) = X [F() - F ( + W(t) A(d)

XXW*(Q)1,(d{)
satisfies a Lipschitz condition

(4.30) JTV(U, U*) - TN(V, V*)j < [I|u - vII + i|u* - v*11] - IIMiI,

since XNF has a derivative bounded by unity and since Xo . XN. As a consequence,
one can state the following corollary.
PROPOSITION 5. Let TN, WN, and WN*v be the objects defined above. Let PN be

the distribution of TN and let QN be the distribution of

(4.31) VN f F() - F + WN (dt) - N W*N()f(d ).

For every e > 0 there exists an N(e) such that N > N(e) implies IPN - QNH|BL <
e4l,4l for every ; E M and every pair (F, G).
REMARK. The above proposition remains valid if TN is modified by replacing

HN by (N/(N + 1))HN. It is easily checked that such a replacement amounts
to a slight modification of the measure ,u and the introduction of terms which
are at most of order [IAiMi/v'N].

5. Bounds for the tails of the Chernoff-Savage statistics

For the purposes of the present section, let f and g be the functions defining
the set 3 and let go be the set of indefinite integrals of the type J(x) = f'12 J'(t) dt
with IJ'I < fg. If T is a number such that 0 < 2T < 1, let

(5.1) A* (J, ) =VNI {J (N ~N HN) - J(H)} dFm,

where the integral is taken over the set A = (0, r] U [1 - r, 1).
PROPOSITION 6. For every e > 0 there exists a number To such that

(5.2) P{sup [JA*(J, r)j; 0 <T .< ro, J E 80] > el < e

for every N and every pair (F, G).
PROOF. If one reverses the order of the observations by changing x to

1-x, the part of A* (J, r) arising from the integral over [1 - T, 1) is trans-
formed into a similar integral, for a different function J, over the interval (0, r].
Thus, it will be sufficient to bound the part relative to (0, r]. Let a be a number
0 < 86 <X6-le such that both f and g are monotone decreasing in the interval
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(0, 5]. One can assume throughout that T < 5. In this case, replacing binomial
distributions by Poisson distributions as explained in section 4, one can bound
instead of AN the simpler expression

(5.3) SN(J, T) = F-| (N+ 1) lJZN,i

where the {i are the order statistics from a sample of size N taken from the
uniform distribution. The ZN,i are independently selected with conditional
probability of being equal to unity given by

(5.4) P[ZN,i = 1j1i, 42, * * *, ] = 1 - P[ZN,i = OI1 , * * N] = XN(;0

Instead of using the above representation, one can also introduce independent
random variables {Uj}, j = 1, 2, - - *, N which are uniformly distributed on
[0, 1] and their ranks Rj. The whole system {(Uj, Rj); j = 1, 2, -** , N} will
be denoted by the letter W. Taking this possibility into account and the fact
that XN > Xo, it will be sufficient to bound

(5.5) SN(J, T) = U I'j ( Ri) -J(U)
According to lemma 8, there is a number 13> 0 such that

(5.6) P {#Ui S Ri <1S, Ui for all i} > 1 -e/4-

Let fp be the function fp(x) = f(j3x) defined for x E (0, 5]. Define gp, similarly.
Once 13 is chosen, lemma 7 implies the existence of a number cl such that

(5.7) P {suP [VN-g(Ui) - Ui; Ui S ] > cl} < e/4.

In addition, if #(N + 1)Ui S Ri S 3-1(N + 1)Ui, one can write

(5.8) max { g(Ui) NR+ 4 1
max Ujg#(U1).

If the maximum is restricted to those values i such that Ui S T, this last term
is not larger than

(5.9) 1, sup xgp(x) = -sup xg(Wx).

Since xg(x)-+ 0 as x- 0, there is a T, and a c such that P[WE i] > 1-
if R is the set of systems W = {(Ui, R1)} which satisfy

(i) (N + 1)13Uj S Ri . (N + 1)013Ui
and

(ii) sup {.IVg'L(Ui) IN+ Ui; Ui . Ti} < C.

However, if W e iR, then jJ'(u) S fp(Ui)g#(Ui) for every point u belonging
to the interval between Ui and Rl/(N + 1).
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It follows that

/Ui<TI (N + 1)(U |< N Uif(U
(5.10) SN(J, N)=~ U-i I (N 1) - J(Uj) I. E fp(Ui)
The integral f fe(u) du is equal to (1/,3) fo'1f(v) dv. Therefore there exists a
To < ri such that c fo0fg(u) du < e2. The desired result follows by application
of Markov's inequality.
The quantity which appears in the study of Chernoff-Savage statistics is not

exactly equal to A*N(J, r) but to

(5.11) AN(J, T = \ {fA J(2N+ HN) dFm-IA J(H) dF},
where A is again equal to (0, r] U [1 - Tr 1). Clearly,

(5.12) AN = A* + -VN I J(H) d(Fm -F).
The difference term AN - AN is a normalized sum with expectation zero and a
variance bounded by expressions of the type 4Xo-1C4(r) where c(T) is a function
described in the proof of lemma 2. Thus for every e > 0 there is a TO such that
P{IAN- ANI > el < e for J E So and r < To. In other words, the following
corollary holds.

COROLLARY. Let A be the set A = (0, T] U [1 -T 1) and let

(5.13) AN(J, T) =X|| J (N 1HN) dFm- f J(H) dF-
For every e > 0 there is a number TO> 0 such that T < TO and J E So implies

(5.14) P{IAN(J, T)I > e} < E

for every N and every pair (F, G).
For some purposes it is convenient to eliminate a few terms in the tails of

the Chernoff-Savage statistics. In this connection, let us mention the following
easy result. Suppose that IJI is monotone decreasing in the interval (0, 6]. Let
k be an integer and let y = k/(N + 1). Then

(5.15) - N + 1) < (N + 1) JIJ(x)l dx

<N+1 -N {f J2(x) dx}.

Therefore, whenever J stays in a family of monotone functions which are

uniformly square integrable the sum (VNI/m) F_t= 1 IJ(i/(N + 1)) tends to zero
for each fixed k as N -* oo. It follows that for each fixed y e (0, oo) the terms

(5.16) V |Nf I(NN HN(x)) dFm(x)

tend to zero in probability as N -o.
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6. The asymptotic behavior of the Chernoff-Savage statistics

For the purposes of the present section it is convenient to consider the set
81 D 8 of functions J which are indefinite integrals of functions J' such that
J/ = J1 + J2 with IJ21 . fg and f IJ1(x)I dx < b. The set 81 will be topologized
as follows. A sequence {Jk} converges to J if fA IJk() - J'(x) dx -+ 0 for
every interval A = [r, 1 - r] with 0 < 2T < 1. A subset S of 81 is called
relatively compact if every sequence {Jk} C S admits a convergent subsequence.

Triples {F, G, X} such that H = XF + (1 - X)G is the uniform distribution
on [0, 1] will be topologized by requiring that when [F,, G,, X,] -+ {F, G, x], the
densities X,p,9 = X,(dF,)/dH converges in measure. Of course, it is still assumed
that 0 <Xo . X < 1 - Xo.

Consider the functions L and M defined in section 3 by L(x) = fz J(t) dF(Q)
and M(x) = fz J'(t) dG(Q). Let aN be the variance o2[(F, G), J, XN] introduced
in section 3.
THEOREM 1. Let J be an element of 81 and let

(6.1) TN = XVN {fJ[N+ 1HN] dFm- J(H) dF}-

Let PN be the distribution of TN and let QN be the normal distribution which has
expectation zero and variance oTN[(F, G), J, XN)]. If S is a relatively compact subset
of 81, then for every e > 0 there is an N(e) such that N > N(e) implies
IIPN - QNIIBL < e for every J e S and every triple {(F, G), XN}. Similarly, if a is
a relatively compact set of triples [(F, G), X], then for every e > 0 there exists an
N(e) such that N > N(e) implies IIPN - QNIIBL < e for every J E 8 and every
triple {(F, G), X} e W.
On sets such that N8stays bounded away from zero the bounded Lipschitz norm

IIPN - QNIIBL may be replaced by the Kolmogorov vertical distance.
PROOF. Suppose J' = J1 + J2 with IJ21 < fg. According to proposition 6,

for any given e> 0 there is a number r > 0 and an No(e) such that if A is the
set (0, T] U [1 - T, 1) and if TN is the expression

(6.2) TN = j{fA J2 [j+ 1HN] dFm - J2(H) dF}l
then P{jTIN > el < e for every J2 and every triple {(F, G), X}. Since the func-
tion IJ21 is integrable and bounded by sup {f(x)g(x), T< x < 1 - r} on the
interval [r, 1 - r], it will be sufficient to prove the theorem for integrable func-
tions J' such that f IJ'(x)I dx < b.

In this case, according to proposition 3 or proposition 5, one can replace the
variable TN by TN = VN'7BN + RN with

(6.3) ViNBN = 'KN f J(H) d(Fm- F) + VN f [HN- H]J'(H) dF,

(6.4) RN = -VN f [J(HN) - J(H) - (HN - H)J'(H)] dF.
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For every e > 0 there is an Ni(e) such that N 2 Ni(e) implies P{IT - TNI > E}
< e, whatever may be J and whatever may be F, G, and XN. Since \'NBN is pre-
cisely the term introduced in section 3, the results claimed in the statement of the
theorem will depend on the evaluation of appropriate bounds for RN.

First notethat given e> 0 there isa c < X such that P{VNIIHN- HII c} <,E.
Let ON = HN if VNIIHN- Hit < c and let HN = H otherwise. Let

(6.5) RN,i = NN f [J(HN) - J(H)] dF

and let

(6.6) RN,2 = f VN[HN- H]J'(H) dF.

If s = dF/dH and if 1ZN(x) = inf {t: RN(t) 2 x}, one can also write RN,1 and
RN,2 in the form

(6.7) RN, = VN {F() - F[KN(Q)]}J'() d{,

(6.8) RN,2 = f VN[lN(t)- H(Q)]J'(Q,p(t) d{.

Since 0 < Xo, < 1 and since VNKIIflN - HIj < c implies N/£IIN(Q) -t1I < c,
both RN,1 and RN,2 satisfy Lipschitz conditions in J' for the norm IIJ'Il =
f IJ'(s)1 dx. If RN[F, J'] = RN,1- RN,2, this implies I[N(F, J')j < (2c/Xo)IIJ'II.
Therefore, the first statement of the theorem, with uniformity of the convergence
on compact subsets of 81 will follow if we show that for a fixed J' the term
RN[F, J'] converges to zero uniformly in F.

Let pN(X) be the ratio

(6.9) PN(X) = sup VN|J[x+ - J(X) - _ J'(XI.
By definition of the derivative, this converges to zero for almost every x. In
addition, f pN(X) dx converges to zero. However,

(6.10) IRN[F, J] I < f pN(x) dF(x) < p-f PN(x) dx.

The first statement follows.
For the second statement, note that if J E 8 and if the part of J' carried by

the set (0, r] U [1 - r, 1) has been removed, the remaining part of J' is smaller
than a certain integrable function w = a + fo, with a equal to sup {f(x)g(x);
T < x < 1 - r}. The term RN,2 can be written

(6.11) RN,2(1P) = f VN[N() - H(Q)] [J(()] @(t) (t)dt

This satisfies a Lipschitz condition,
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(6.12) jFRN,2(1P)l < CIIIPII,
for the norm jjS°jj = f w(t) (t)1 d(. Similarly,

(6.13) RN,((P) = J X'N[J(HN) - J(H)]o(,) dt

satisfies the condition

(6.14) RN,1((P) < f -yN(Q)ko(p)I dS
with
(6.15) YN( ) = Sup Iu + -/NI

(6.16) Q(x) = f1 co(x ) d(.

Suppose then that p, -4+ s in measure; then

(6.17) f w(t) (Q) - p(t)I dt- 0.

Furthermore,

(6.18) f yN(Q)I V(t) - p( )I dt - O

uniformly in N since the functions yN are uniformly integrable. The result
follows by the usual argument. This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARK 1. The convergence is not uniform on the set of systems {(F, G), J, X}

such that J E S. In fact, suppose that JN(x) is equal to -1 for 2k/2N < x <
(2k + 1)/2N and to +1 for (2k + 1)/2N < X < (2k + 2)/2N, k = 0, 1, 2,**2.N.
Then IJNI < 2-N. Suppose that 2XN = 1 and that FN has a density SPN equal to
2 for 2k/2N < x < (2k + 1)/2N and to zero otherwise. Then the function LN
differs little from L(x) =-x and MN differs little from M(x) = +x. The expres-
sion TN[ is smaller than 2-NV\TN, but 4U2 is approximately equal to unity.

In the paper of Chernoff and Savage, it is assumed that the second derivative
J" satisfies a restriction of the type IJ"(x)I < K[x(1 -x)]-(5/2)+6. This implies
in particular that the available family {J'} is relatively compact for uniform
convergence on the compact intervals of (0, 1). Thus theorem 1 asserts uniform-
ity of the convergence on that class.
REMARK 2. One particular case in which the uniformity asserted in the

theorem may be of interest is the following.
Suppose that for each N the distribution P of the original observations

labeled X is given by a distribution function v which admits a density. Suppose
also that the distribution G of the variables Y is given by '{(x - O)/1} with
,B> 0. In this case if 0,, o and p, -j o $d0, the density of * [(x - 0)/0]
converges in measure to that of I [(x - Oo)/1o]. It follows that the corresponding
distributions (F, G) reduced to the interval [0, 1] converge in the same sense.
The convergence IIPN - QNI!BL -- 0 asserted in the theorem is therefore uniform
for J E 8, XN e [X0, 1 - X0] and every bounded set of values [0, log p]. In
addition, if for the integer N the value of (0, B) is (ON, ,BN) and ON -O0 and #iN - 1,
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then the Kolmogorov distance IPN - QNI also tends to zero uniformly for any
set S C 8 such that J E S implies f J2(u) du - [f J(u) du]2 > a > 0. This
follows immediately from lemma 5.

In many cases the functions J are obtained using expectations of suitable
order statistics. In this connection the following theorem may be of interest.

For each integer N let JN be a nonnegative function such that 0 < JN(x) <
K[x(1 -X)]-(3/2)+S for some fixed K < oo and some fixed 6, 0 < 26 < 1. Let
JN be an integral of J'N and let JN(i/(N + 1)) be the expected value E[JN((N,j)]
where EN,. is the i-th smallest order statistic in a sample of size N from the
uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Complete the definition of JN by linear interpola-
tion between successive integers i and by leaving 7N constant below (1/(N + 1))
and above (N/(N + 1)).
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the relation IJN(x)l < K[x(l - x)]-(3/2)+6 is sat-

isfied and that JN converges in Lebesgue measure to a limit J'. Let TN be the expres-
sion

(6.19) TN = VAT {f 7 N + 1HN) dFm-f JN(H) dF}-

Let PN be the distribution of TN and let QN be the normal approximation of theorem 1.
Then IIPN - QNIIBL converges to zero, uniformly in [(F, G), X] as N -* Xc.
PROOF. Let TN = VN_{f JN(N/(N + 1)HN) dFm- f hr(H) dF}. According

to lemma 1, the function 7N satisfies the conditions of theorem 1, with f =
K[x(1 - X)]-l+(1/2) and g2 = [x(1 -X)]-('-I). In addition, JN converges in
measure to a limit J'; hence, 7N converges to J' according to lemma 1. It follows
from this that theorem 2 would be proved if TN was replaced by TN. To com-
plete the proof, it will be sufficient to bound the difference TN - TN=
v'N{f [JN(H) - JN(H)] dF. However, this is smaller than W fS N|IJN(x)-
JN(X)I dx.

Since, in this last integral, the terms in the absolute value sign are linear
functions of JN and since JN, can be split into positive and negative parts and
each of these into parts supported by [0, 4] and [, 1] respectively, it will be
sufficient to prove the result under the assumption JN(x) = fxl hNQ) dS, 0 <
hN(x) . X-(3/2)+8, hN(X) = 0 for x > -. The parts relative to the interval [4, 1]
are handled by changing x into 1 - x.
With this definition, note that

(6.20) V'N go JN(Q) dT < KV\Nx- (1/2)+5

and that a similar inequality holds for JN. Thus it will be sufficient to prove
that V'N f1N J7N(x) - JN(x)I dx tends to zero for NEN = N512.
We shall proceed by showing that "'NIJN(x) - JN(x) stays bounded by an

integrable function and that N7NI7N(x) - JN(x)I -- 0 in measure. For the first
part it is convenient to divide the range [eN, 1] into two parts [eN, 7] and (T, 11
with r fixed but r < 1.
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Consider first the part relative to the interval (eN, r). Let 13N(X, k) be the
density of the k-th order statistics from a uniform sample of size N, and let

(6.21) 3N(x, k) = r(N + 1) _xk-1(j _ X)N-kr(k)r'(N + 1 - k)X-(1- )N

even for noninteger values of the symbols N and k. Let t = (k/(N + 1)) and
let Ij(t) be the integral

(6.22) IiQ)= fo /4 JN(X)13N(X, k) dx.

Since 0 < JN(x) < x-, a = - 5, one can bound IQ(t) by the integral

(6.23) I2() = r(N + i)r(k _ ] i3v-a[x, k - a] dx.
r(kr[N+ 1- a]

Consider also the function

(6.24) 'YN(x, k - a) = (r(k- a) )xk--1e-(N-.)x
A simple application of Stirling's formula shows that

(6.25) 1N[x, k - a] < c 1- ] [1i-Nk-]2 yN[x, k - a]

for a certain constant c and for all values of N and k such that N - k - a> 1.
In addition, f/4 ,yN[x, k - a] dx can be bounded by Markov's inequality as

follows. If = (k- a)/(N - a), then, for s > 0,

(6.26) e-28 [z-l 2J-YN [x, k - a] dx = + 2]a

Therefore, f,/2 yN[x, k - a] dx < pk-a, with p = inf {(eJ/(1 + 2s)), s > 0} < 1.
Since t/4 < p12 for N > No and k > No'2, this implies

01/ ( _k\-12r(N + 1rk - a)
(6.27) I2(Q) Cpka -_

(6.27)( ( ~~N)( N r(k)r(N + 1 -a)

<Cpk(kNa )a

Therefore, given e> 0, there exists an Ni(e) such that N > N, and k > N812
implies vN'iI2() < et(1/2)-8 for eN < t < r. Thus this term will become neg-
ligible. Consider the term

(6.28) I3() = -VN f [JN(x) - JN(t)]I3N(x, k) dx

J JN(x) - JN(t) VIKx - (|#N[x, (N + 1)] dx.

Note that

(6.29) VN| lx -(IIN[x, (N + 1)] dx < 2 (1-
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Furthermore, in 13 the differential ratio involving JN is, by assumption, smaller
than the same ratio involving the function Q(x) = x-11/2+. For the latter func-
tion, the maximum value of the ratio is obtained at x = t/4 giving

(6.30) I3(Q) < (1t)-(3/2)+8V/(-t\ = cl\/l - ~-(1/2)+S.
This is an integrable function.
To show that I1(3) does in fact tend to zero for almost all {, if JN converges

to a function J', it is sufficient to repeat an argument similar to the argument
of lemma 1. Note also that JN*Q) = f JN(x)13N[x, (N + 1)%] dx provides a
decreasing interpolation of the function JN. From this one concludes that
V NJN[J) - JN(t) |- 0 for almost every t, and therefore -VNj7N(t) - JN(t) -° 0
for almost every t. Furthermore, for N 2 NO one has N7NI(,) - JN(t)I <
c2tl12+8 for every >2eN. The result follows.
REMARK. The preceding theorem 2 corresponds to theorem 2 of Chernoff

and Savage. As a particular application, let us mention the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Let k be a fixed integer and let aj, j = 1, 2, k, k be bounded

constants. Let

(6.31) JN(NF+) = E ajE(tN)+1 ~j= 1

where UN.{ is the i-th order statistic in a sample of size N from a population whose
cumulative distribution is the inverse of a function Sj.

If I(dSi(x)/dx)I < K[x(1 -x)]-(312)+8 for j = 1, 2, k, k, then the functions
JN satisfy the conditions of theorem 1.

PROOF. This follows from the linearity of the transformation J _- 7N used
to define the functions which occur in theorem 2.
For the case where a, = 0, a2 = 1, k = 2, and S = cb-I the resultant test

statistic is the one considered by Capon [4] and Klotz [11].

7. The c-sample case

In this section we shall extend the results of section 6 to c-sample situations.
Without additional assumptions Puri [13] had extended the Chernoff-Savage
results to c-sample cases. Our theorems 3 and 4 are direct extensions of Puri's
lemma 5.1 and theorem 6.1.

Let Xi,k, k = 1, 2, * * *, n3 be a random sample from a population having a
continuous cumulative distribution function F(D. Assume that the c-samples
obtained for j = 1, 2, - * *, c are independent. Let N = E nj and let Xj = nj/N.
Assume that there is a X0 > 0 such that Xo < Xj < 1 - X0 for every j = 1, 2,
* **, c and every N. Let H = E XjFU) and HN = _j XjFgJ) be respectively the
combined cumulative and the combined empirical cumulative based on the
samples {Xj,k}j.

Let TN,j = n ZN,i,j, j = 1, 2, * , c, where ZN,i,j = 1 if the i-th
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smallest observation from the combined sample of size N belongs to j-th sample
and where ZN,i,j is equal to zero otherwise.
The EN,i,j are given constants. Following the notation of section 2, one can

represent TN,j in an integral form

(7.1) TNJ f JN,J [N 1 HN] dF(l) (x).

For simplicity we have assumed that the functions F(j) are continuous and
state a result analogous to theorem 1 in a form similar to the form of theorem 1
of Chernoff and Savage, for the original distribution functions.
THEOREM 3. Assume that for all j = 1, 2, - - *, c the following conditions hold:
(1) Jj(H) = lim JN,j(H) exists for 0 < H < 1, and this limit is not a constant

and it is absolutely continuous on (0, 1);

(2) O<H1 {JNj (N N 1 HN) - (ji + 1 HN)} dF(g)(x) = op(N-12).

(3) dJj(x) < K[x(l -x)]-(312)+5 with 0 < 26 < 1.dx

Let ALN,j = f+ Jj[H(x)] dF(i)(x) and

(7.2) 4,N = E2X ff - < <+. F(i'(x) [1 - F()(y)]J,[H(x)]J [H(y)]
jFdj

* dFWi)(x)dF(D)(y)

+ 2ffZ<y F(i)(x)[1 - F(i)(y)]J'[H(x)]J'[H(y)]Xj
*d[H(x) - XjF(i)(x)] d[H(y) - jF(D(y)].

Then, if lim infN- o%j > 0, one has

(7.3) lim P {\VN [TN.j - AN,j] < taN,} 2f ex12 dx.

PROOF. Conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem imply that one may consider
instead of (TN,j- N,j)V'N the expression

(7.4) TN,j = V {fN [N + 1 HN] dF(J)-f Jj(H) dF(i)},

which is similar to the expression covered by theorem 1. One can proceed exactly
as in theorem 1, along the following sequence of steps. First one can show that
an integral of the type

(7.5) A~N[Jj, {fA j [N + 1 HN] dFnJ) -| Jj(H) dF(i)}

with A = (0, r] U [1 - Tr 1) can be made small by selecting T small enough.
Second, removing an appropriate term from J' (on the set A), one is left with
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functions J' which are bounded, and one shows, by an argument similar to that
of proposition 3, that terms of the type

(7.6) \IN [ji [ 1 HN] - Jj(H)] d[Fg() - F(i)]

can also be neglected. This replaces our TN,j by a term of the type

(7.7) TN} = -VNBN,j+ RN,
with

(7.8) VNBYN,j = -N- f Jj(H) d(FJ'- Fi)

+ vN f [HN- H]Jj(H) dFU'),
and

(7.9) RN,j = VN f [Jj(HN) - J,(H) - (HN- H)Jj(H)] dF.

An argument similar to that of theorem 1 shows that RN,j also tends to zero.
Thus, the only nonnegligible term left is the term VjNBNj, which can be written
as sums of independent variables. The result is then obtainable by appropriate
algebra and the central limit theorem.
To proceed through these steps, the necessary tools are the appropriate

versions of lemmas 8 and 9 and propositions 2 and 3. Both lemmas 8 and 9 are
proved there by substituting to binomial variables appropriate Poisson variables.
This is still possible here. The difference in probabilities will be less than 2 F"_ I pi
where pj is the probability attached to a set (0, e] U [1 - e, 1) by the measure
FW') (reduced to the interval (0, 1) as before). Thus, in the tails, V'N [HN- H]
and HN will still behave essentially as if they were obtained by taking N obser-
vations from the uniform distribution. Proposition 2 involves an interpolation
which is feasible simply because none of the V\N[F''- F(i)] oscillates much on
intervals which have small probability for the parent distribution. Since the
derivatives [dF(U)/dH] = (pj are still bounded, this is possible. Proposition 3 de-
pends only on the behavior of VNN IIHN - HI! and VYN IIF' - F(W)I. Hence it is
still valid here. One could also extend proposition 4 to the present case, since its
proof depends only on the validity of proposition 2 and on the fact that the
interpolation formula of proposition 2, when applied to HN itself, gives functions
whose slope is arbitrarily close to unity. However, proposition 4 is not even
needed for the proof of theorem 1.

Since in the present case one may have to consider the joint distribution of
the statistics TN,j, j = 1, 2, , c, it appears proper to mention that the random
vector

(7.10) TN = V\N{(TN,, - MN,1), (TN,2 - IAN,2), * , (TN,C - JAN,c)}
has a joint limiting normal distribution, provided that the relevant covariances
converge. This is the purpose of the following theorem.
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THEOREM 4. Let assumptions (1), (2), and (3) of theorem 3 be satisfied, and
let TN be the random vector TN = {\N(TN,; - juNj); j = 1, 2, * * *, c}. Let PN
be the distribution of TN and let QN be the normal distribution which has expectation
zero and covariance matrix rN. Then IIPN - QNIIBL -O0 provided rN be given by
rN = ((N,jj)) with AN,j equal to the quantity used in theorem 3 and

(7.11) 'N,i,j = X Xk ff F(k)(x)[1 - F(k)(y)]J,(H(x))J'(H(y))
+= ffF()x[ Fk()J(Hy)(()

<iYj dF<v y dF(D)(x) dF(i)

+ ff F(k)(x)[1 - F()(y)]J'(H(y))J'(H(x))
z<v

* dF(i)(y) dF(i(y)(

-ff F(i)(x)[1 - F(i)(y)]J'(H(y))Jj(H(x))

z <1

* dF(i)(x) d[H(y) - XiF(i)(Y)]

-|| F(i) (x)[1 - Fi)(y)1J't(H(x))J'(H(y))
X<Y~~~~~~dFWi(y) d[H(x) - XiF(i)(x)]

-ff F(i)(x)[1 - F(i)(y)]J'(H(x))Jj(H(y))
z<v

* dF(i)(x) d[H(y) - XjF(i)(y)]

-ff F(i)(x)[1 - F(')(y)]Jt(H(y))Jj(H(x))
z <v

* dF(i)(y) d[H(x) -XjF(i)(x)].
PROOF. The argument of theorem 3 shows that each term VN [TNj - tN,j]

is asymptotically equivalent to a term \'NBN,J defined by

(7.12) \KBNBj = VN f Jj(H) d(F., - F) + v\N f (HN - H)Jj(H) dF.

Let Lj be the function Lj(x) = ff/2 Jj(t) dFi(t). Integrate by parts and separate
the components of [HN- H]. This gives

(7.13) V\NBN,j = VN f [Jj -)jLj] d[Fn°- F(i)]

-VN ff XkLj d(Fk)).
kOj

This can also be written in the form

(7.14) VNBNJ = , 1_ nX [Jj[Xj,] - EJj(Xj,)]

n,
_ VXk E {Lj[Xk, ] - ELj[Xk,]}.

k V_1

The central limit theorem applies to the sums, giving the result of theorem 4
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upon evaluation of the covariance matrix. The explicit form given in the state-
ment of the theorem is obtained by writing V\NBN,j in still another form as
follows.

Let WN,j be the process WN,j = Vnj [F,' - F(i)] which has expectation zero
and a covariance function

(7.15) Cj(s, t) = F()(s)[1 - FW)(t)]

for s < t. Then, the expression V\NBN,j becomes

(7.16) V'NBNJj 2= 'Xk f WN,k(x)J[H(x)] dH(x)

-X -|WN,j(x)Jj[H(x)] dH(x) -

The formula is obtained by taking the expectation of the product
V\NBN,i\BN,I in this form and using the fact that EWN,k(X)WN,1(Y) = 0
for k F v, since then the processes WN,k and WN,V are independent.

Let us also note the following result.
THEOREM 5. The conclusion of theorems 3 and 4 is still valid if the assumption

(3) of theorem 3 is replaced by the condition that for each value of j = 1, 2, * , c
the function JJ is of the form JJ,1 + J,2 with f IJj,1(x)I dx < c and IJJ,21 < fg with
f e ILL and g EF 2. The uniformity statements of theorem 1 extend to this case.

PROOF. The proof is the same as that of theorem 3, with uniformity of the
convergence depending on Lipschitz-type conditions as detailed in the proof of
theorem 1.

Finally, let us note that the remark concerning location and scale families
which follows theorem 1 is still applicable here and that theorem 2 provides a
class of functions JN which satisfy the assumptions (1) and (2) of theorem 3.
The arguments which lead to this last statement do not in any way depend on
the observations but only on properties of order statistics of the uniform distri-
bution.
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